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Introduction: Material state systems of the Earth-
type planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars) are 
discussed based on each phase system of atmosphere 
(vapor), water (liquid) and crustal rock (solid) sepa-
rately, which are largely not enough to analyze air sys-
tem of planets due to little dynamic cyclic considera-
tion of three material state based on fundamental solid 
surface rocks by multiple impacts to form vaporized 
material system [1-4]. Recently there are many reports 
on air formation from target mineral-rocks on the pla-
nets [1-4]. However this discussion on terrestrial type 
hard crystalline rocks as impacted targets has few re-
sults for any new-type formation model due to evapo-
rated gases including all types of compositions [5-7]. 
The main purpose of the present study is to elucidate 
new formation model of air systems on the Earth-type 
planets including carbon-bearing air impacted original-
ly from various states of target surface rocks. 
      First solid rock formation of all planets: All 
plants are originally considered to be started on hard 
crystalline rocks of terrestrial types rocks by heating 
separation to layering (without major discussion on 
material and textural states of target rocks), though 
previous hard rock model fails to explain various 
global evaporated gases impacted from homogeneous 
hard rocks on all planets, as listed in Table 1.  
      Recently the oldest lunar highland rocks of FAN 
anorthosites and Mg-suite rocks show 1)  higher po-
rosity and lower density, and 2) similar density and 
porosity data of  various chondritic meteorites [5-8]. 
The recent results indicate “primordial feature of the 
Moon as brecciated rocks to produce porous and glas-
sy regolith soils” by continuous impacts on the lunar 
surface, which is found in Martian meteorites as old 
brecciated rocks [3, 5-10]. Therefore, it is start to 
“brecciated aggregates” (i.e. no homogeneous hard 
rock) of all planetary bodies (including the Moon) as 
in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. First surface rocks on  the Earth-type planets.                                                                                      
1) Previous model:  

Hard homogeneous crystalline rocks by layering. 
2) Present model: 
      Irregular brecciated rocks (planets and the Moon).   

 
      Composition of gas formed by impact process: 
Air compositions evaporated from hard rock have been 
discussed mainly by contribution of various projectiles  
of asteroids and comets [1-4, 9, 10]. However, global 
compositions of any atmosphere are not well ex- 

 
plained on various planets because of air-formation by 
localized impacts [5-8]. 

Regolith soils formed by brecciated impacts: In 
order to explain various air composition of air-rich and 
airless planets, global contribution of regolith soils 
with porous and glassy materials originally formed 
from brecciated rocks by multiple impacts [5, 7, 8], as 
shown in Table 2. 

  Reservation of impact gas to the interior: Global 
regolith soils with porous and glassy textures original-
ly formed from primordial brecciated rocks by conti-
nuous multiple impacts, are filtering role for interior 
resources of volatile gases [5-8], as shown in Table 2. 
     Volcanic outgassing to air-system of planets: 
Interior gas and fluid formed by regolith filtering by 
impacts are globally changed to “CO2-rich outgassing” 
mainly volcanic processes by tidal forces and planeta-
ry rotation located along the Equator areas on active or 
stopped planets (Mercury, Venus and Mars) and the 
Moon [5-8, 10] as in Table 2. In this global process, 
air- and water-rich Earth produces homogeneous hard 
continental rocks formed by global water-rich system 
triggered by the plate movements to be melted with 
shock waves of earthquake and volcano  [10] (Table 2). 
 
Table 2. Main formation steps of air-bearing  planets.                               

1) Impacts on brecciated rocks into regolith soils.  
2) Interior volatiles outgassed by volcanic eruption. 

  3) Global air system supplied by volcanic eruptions.   
 

Summary: New formation model from brecciated 
rocks to regolith soils to store impacted gas and to be 
lifted by volcanic activity at three Earth-type planets 
and the Moon, though planet Earth forms hard rock 
crust layer with different air as global dynamic system.  
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